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Jean-Paul deGuzman is a faculty member in the Interracial Dynamics General
Education Cluster at UCLA, and was recently a postdoctoral scholar at the Uni-
versity of California Center for New Racial Studies. His book-in-progress provides
an alternative history of Los Angeles’s San Fernando Valley to reexamine the
nexus of racial activism, the politics of exclusion, and metropolitan development
since the Great Depression. He has been published in Amerasia Journal, California
History, and the anthology, The Nation and Its Peoples, eds. John S.W. Park and
Shannon Gleeson.

Chrissy Yee Lau is an Assistant Professor of History at Texas A&M University-
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include Asian American History, U.S. History, World History, and Public History.

Cherstin M. Lyon is an associate professor of history at California State University,
San Bernardino where she teaches courses on public and oral history, immigration
and ethnic American history, and citizenship and globalization. She is the author of
Prisons and Patriots: Japanese American Wartime Citizenship, Civil Disobedience, and
Historical Memory (Temple Univ. Press, 2011). Lyon bridges her academic research
on Asian American history with her work on public history as associate editor and
contributing author for the Densho Encyclopedia, as an advisory board member
for the Japanese American Confinement Sites Grant-funded Topaz Museum, and
as an historian for the Chinese American historical survey of Riverside, California,
funded by a Certified Local Government’s grant.

Paul R. Spitzzeri, Museum Director of the Workman and Temple Family Homestead
Museum in City of Industry, received his B.A. and M.A. degrees in history from
California State University, Fullerton. He is the author of The Workman and Temple
Families of Southern California (2008) and numerous articles. He serves on the Board
of Directors of the Historical Society of Southern California. His article about the
discovery of Charles Jenkins’s Civil War diary appeared in the Summer 2016 issue
of the Southern California Quarterly.

Lily Anne Y. Welty Tamai is the curator of history at the Japanese American
National Museum in Los Angeles. Previously, she was a USC Mellon Postdoctoral
Fellow at the Center for Japanese Religions and Cultures, and a visiting scholar at
the UCLA Asian American Studies Center. She received her Ph.D. in history
from the University of California Santa Barbara. Her dissertation is a social history
of the post-World War II American Japanese mixed-race experience. She has articles
in Immigration Studies and Pan Japan. Her chapter, “Multiraciality and Migration:
Mixed Race American Okinawans 1945–1972,” is in Global Mixed Race, edited by
Rebecca Chiyoko King-O’Riain, et al. (NYU Press, 2014).
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